Craft

/ Geoff Barrow of Portishead with Ben Salisbury

quite dry, quite traditional. I was expecting it
might be like ‘The Kids from Fame’. But they
weren’t, the vast majority of students wanted to
be music teachers! The benefit was there was a
brand new recording studio at Newcastle
University, and there was only me and one
other guy who were interested in using it, so we
had the run of it. It was absolutely state-of-theart, when samplers and digital stuff were just
taking off. So that was really my introduction
into composing.
Music for Film and TV at Bournemouth in the
early ’90s was a brilliant course, in that you had
your own workstation. You were sat down, you
had deadlines, and it was quite pressurised, so
was actually quite similar to life as a commercial
composer. Weirdly, that was probably exactly
the same time Geoff [Barrow] was using
samplers to make Portishead’s Dummy.

Ben Salisbury
DAVE ROBINSON meets the nature documentary composer
who has his (laser) sights on sci-fi

B

en Salisbury is a name you can expect
to see more and more of on your
screens — both big and small. He
studied music in Newcastle and
completed an MA in Music for film and TV in
Bournemouth, then forged a career as a
composer for the BBC Natural History Unit in
his home city of Bristol. But film scoring is his
true passion (“I wanted to write for something
that didn’t have animals in it!”) and in the last
few years, by joining forces with Portishead/
Beak DJ/drummer Geoff Barrow, and forming
an association with writer/producer Alex
Garland, he has moved into soundtrack
creation. Recent work includes Ex Machina and
Annhilation (Netflix), both for Garland, and Free
Fire for Ben Wheatley.
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Your father worked at the BBC Natural
History Unit: that must have been useful to
you growing up?
I was very, very lucky. Whenever he had music
being done for his programmes, I would go in
and watch, and I went up to the Radiophonic
workshop too. But there wasn’t a great deal of
specific help he could give me. I feel for kids
growing up who haven’t ever seen anyone
working in the creative industry. The thing is to
see that it’s attainable. That it is a real world out
there that people can earn a living from: as long
as you put in the work.
What instruments do you play?
I can play guitar badly, but my introduction to
music, was playing piano. My music degree was

What was your first real break?
I came out of Bournemouth with a credit to my
name, because I did music for a short film that
went on to win an award, and was broadcast on
Channel Four. It was directed by a guy called
Miguel Sapochnik who I’ve worked with since
on other short films. Now he directs episodes of
Game of Thrones!
One person, that’s all it took: one director
chose a bit of music I’d done for that film as
temp music for his film about elephants and
said, “Look, you’re very inexperienced, but
we’ve got this music in there. Do you want to
have a go at doing some more?” I went, away
and did demos and they liked that. Then they
said: “Okay, you’ve got the job.” I spent all the
budget on making it sound as good as I
possibly could.
The advice I give to anyone is: if you get that
sort of opportunity, really nail it. Then someone
else wanted another natural world
documentary, and that then led to the
Attenborough series, The Life of Mammals, Life
in the Undergrowth and Life in Cold Blood.
Natural history music is what it is, though. It’s
very difficult to diverge from that template, I
desperately wanted to do film music and I’d
actually become a little typecast.

How did you meet Geoff Barrow?
Geoff and I played for a bad Monday night
five-a-side football team for five years, I had no
idea he was from Portishead, it was so out of
context. We eventually got chatting about
music and he said, “Are you interested in…?” He
knew I did string and orchestral stuff and asked
if I could do some string arrangements for
some of the bands on his record label. He
started saying, “I’d really love to get into writing
film music,” and I said, “Well I’d really love to get
into writing film music…”
Geoff had never done scoring, but he
obviously had a bigger profile than me to lots of
people. His three-piece band Beak was known
to writer Alex Garland, who was working on a
reboot of Judge Dredd. Geoff is a massive
Dredd fan. The two were introduced, Geoff
said, “We’ll do some demos for you, but I don’t
know anything about film music…” That was our
first thing writing together.

and pasting in Logic but it’s more or less live
takes of the Oberheims. Alex loved it and we
thought — we’re doing this cool sort of
Carpenteresque score! Weirdly, we were later
asked to support John Carpenter on tour and
we had to say no, it would have been like Björn
Again supporting Abba!

guitars, but it can’t just be this.” In my previous
existence as a natural history composer, I’d have
probably said, “Okay, we’ll do whatever you
want”, but Geoff was like, the only way that
sparse Carpenteresqe music can work is if it is
only that. If you start messing around with it, it
just becomes nothing.

But why wasn’t it used in the Dredd film?
I think the financiers thought they were getting
an arthouse film instead of a big-budget action
film. And as is very common, one of the easiest
things to change at that stage is the music. So
they said, “Put drums and bass in it and electric

That’s a really interesting point.
So we left the project, but we still owned the
music. We added some more bits, extended
some things, and turned it into DROKK, a
concept album about [2000AD comic’s] Mega
City One.

And that became the album DROKK: Music
Inspired by Mega-City One.
The themes are taken from scenes in the Dredd
movie, they’re quite stark and minimal and they
literally only feature two of three Oberheim
synths: no processing. There’s a bit of cutting

/ Ex Machina scored by Ben Salisbury

There’s a very
simple nursery
rhyme played on a
celeste, for the
sort of innocence
of Ava in Ex
Machina
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/ The Drokk album was created using Oberheim
2-voice synthesizers

/ Resolution publisher Robinson benches Salisbury

The Stranger Things score has a similar purist
approach in parts.
We know those guys and they listened to a lot
of DROKK! That sort of John Carpenter
revisionism was sort of bubbling up all over the
place. Now, I wouldn’t want to go there because
it has fully happened.
Tell me about ‘Paul Stretch’.
We’ve used it maybe three times on DROKK. It’s
a free software plug-in which allows you to slow
down songs to extreme lengths, like you see on

/ Salisbury’s rare Mattel Optigan keyboard

loads of YouTube videos. There’s a slow-motion
section in Dredd which uses it: Geoff sent
[composer] Paul Leonard-Morgan a link to a
Paul-Stretched Justin Bieber track he’d found,
Leonard-Morgan used it as a temporary
placeholder in the slo-mo section before the
score was finalised. It sounded absolutely
beautiful.
So elements of what we did in Dredd
remained in the film, but it was a shame for both
me and Geoff as it didn’t really happen. Alex
was very upset, he just said, “Look, if I get given

the money to do another film, and I’ve got more
control, don’t worry I will come back to you.”
Which leads to Ex Machina.
Correct. [Garland] got the very first scripts to us
and said, “As soon as I’ve got some footage, I’m
going to give you some stuff and you’re going
to write some demos that they can’t refuse.” He
gave us a couple of the scenes including Ava
[the robot] revealing herself. I wrote the Ava
theme literally in three minutes because its that
sort of thing. Lots of elements, but there’s a very

Invada alert!
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/ Geoff Barrow at Invada Studios

know who’d go into a studio [like that], they
go because they know what gear’s there. I
have people come here because they know
the music I make, or the stuff Invada puts out.
They don’t care what colour the walls are.
They want to know they’re in safe hands with
a decent drum sound. So there’s crap

/ Beak (Barrow, Billy Fuller and Will Young) in rehearsal

everywhere in here, but it’s working crap.”
Invada is based on an old EMI studio (“we
found some pictures of the Stones”), built
with the help of Neil Perry of Raw State
Audio, and features the DDA desk formerly of
Moles Studio, Bath.
www.invada.co.uk
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While the musical partnership generally writes
in Salisbury’s studio, tracking and mixing is
done in Barrow’s Invada, which is also home to
his record label of the same name, and where
his band of 10 years, Beak, rehearses.
Salisbury says while he’s more adept with
Logic, Barrow is a better mixer, so “we have
found a way of making it work. We both
shape every bit of music.”
“He’s got more patience than I have!” says
Barrow when Resolution drops in at the
riverside studio.
“People turn up [here] and photograph a
piece of gear, it will usually be the shiniest bit
that no one uses,” he continues, “whereas the
crappiest bits, like this old BBC mixer, gets
used all the time. The whole point of our
studio is a hardworking, everyday, tracklaying
studio, because ultimately they can do vocals
and stuff at home, but they can’t do really
loud guitars, drums and bass. A lot of the
studios you see have been dressed. I don’t

/ Craft

done it on Ex Machina. The film had a very
organic feel to it, so if we’re wanting synth-like
stuff, it’s actually got to be played and turned
into a synth-like sound… we had a waterphone
and dulcimers and stuff that we bowed.
The film features something called ‘The
Shimmer’.
We used weird water-phone drones and pads
and shimmery things. We had a choir, and we
had this strand of strangely, acoustic backwoods
guitar. The water-phone provided the bedrock.
There’s a bit strings in there, but we resolutely
said we weren’t going to use synths.

A lot of people watching the first two thirds
of the film might think there’s not that much
music in it, it’s understated and sparse and
there aren’t very many moments where it
comes to the forefront. There’s a third act which
is insane — it’s where the film goes into sort of
2001: A Space Odyssey territory and becomes
very psychedelic and strange. There’s a long
sequence where Natalie Portman is having this
sort of mirrored dance with an alien creature.
Glenn Freemantle did a fantastic mix on it, and
we really went to town on the surround. It’s
absolutely stunning, and it’s really, really loud in
the cinema!

/ Synths were banned for the recording of Annihilation

simple nursery rhyme played on a celeste, for
the sort of innocence of this Ava character. It
was almost so throw away I’m a bit
embarrassed. But Alex immediately went: “That
is it! You’ve cracked it.” He wanted us on early so
that we could cement our position on it.
It works to his advantage as well, because he
likes to be all over everything. We did the same
on Annihilation even though the situation was
different and we were more established. So it’s
a creative choice. It makes it hard, but as a
composer you feel like you’re really part of the
filmmaking process. You’re not just a bolted on
bit at the end. You’re integral to the shaping of
the film in its post-production period.
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That’s quite unusual?
Relatively, yes. I think it’s definitely not the
norm. The norm is an almost finished film: write
music, the last two, three months. It was
absolutely fascinating to be part of because
[the director] is making decisions editorially
about what the audience should be thinking
and how we should be reacting to
conversations. We as the composers are an
integral part of that, so we were part of the
decision making process to a degree. The same
with Annihilation. It makes it really hard: you end
up writing the score five times over. But if you’re
like me and Geoff, we love writing music and
composing music. If you can actually feel like
you’re a filmmaker as well as a composer — if
that doesn’t sound too weird — you’re really
part of the process. That’s what working with
Alex Garland does.
DROKK is such a long way from natural
history. It’s about setting out your orchestra,
in a way. The opposite of having a massive
sound module, and you don’t know what to
do because there are so many choices.
Yes, it’s a constant battle because a director
might want things to expand here, and you’re
saying, “No we’ve got to stay within our
framework.” Annihilation is actually a very good
example — we set ourselves a palette — we
said, we’re not going to use synths at all. We’ve
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